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The Irreplaceables explores retention through the experience of the 

nation’s best teachers, who urban schools desperately need to keep. 

Estimates of Irreplaceables percentage based on teachers with value-added or growth data; District A high performers: 21%; District B high performers: 20%; 

District C high performers: 20%; District D high performers: 18%; Student impact estimates calculated following the methodology of Hahnel and Jackson 

(2012). Source: District data from SY 2009-10 and SY 2010-11. 

The “Irreplaceables” are teachers so successful  
that they are nearly impossible to replace.  

Who Are the Irreplaceables? 
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Not only do they get outstanding academic results, they also 

provide a more engaging learning experience for students. 

Figure shows the percentage of secondary school students in a class agreeing with a statement about their teacher. The orange bars display student responses for teachers with the lowest 

student achievement gains (i.e., those in the bottom 20%) and the green bars for teachers with the highest student achievement gains (i.e., those in the top 20%). Data was collected using the 

Tripod student survey and includes responses from the students of 508 teachers in grades 6 through 8 in six urban districts. Results based on yet unpublished analysis for TNTP by the 

Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) project, a partnership of teachers, academics, and education organizations investigating better ways to identify and develop effective teaching. Funding 

the MET project comes from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. For more information see. www.metproject.org. 

Secondary-Level Students Responding “Mostly True” or “Totally True” 

http://www.metproject.org/
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When an Irreplaceable leaves a low-performing school, the school 

is almost guaranteed to hire a less-effective replacement.  

Estimates based on teachers with value-added or growth data; Low performing schools include schools in the lowest quintile of proficiency by school level; 

Percentage of high-performing potential replacements in all schools - District A: 12%; District B: 17%; District C: 15%; District D: 15%; Low-performing schools 

- District A: 12% ; District B: 10%; District C: 3%; District D: 9%. Source: District data from SY 2008-09 and SY 2009-10. 

Likelihood of Replacing a High Performer with a Teacher of Similar Quality 

When a great teacher leaves a school,  
it can take 11 hires to find one teacher of comparable quality. 
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Yet most schools retain Irreplaceables and low performers at fairly 

similar rates.  

Struggling teachers remain for too long: Most have more than 9 years  
of experience and plan to stay for at least another 10 years. 

School Retention Rates by Teacher Performance, 2009-10 

Chart: School retention defined as teachers remaining at their school from one year to the next. Bottom statement: Median years of experience 9-10 years 

across districts; Percentage planning to stay more than 10 years 48-62% across districts. Source: District data from SY 2008-09 through SY 2010-11 
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Low performers rarely improve significantly. Even three years later, 

most perform worse than the average first-year teacher. 

Chart: Median percentile ranks by population scores in District C; Populations defined in 2007-08. Bottom statement: District A: 44% veterans less 

effective; District C: 39% veterans less effective. Source: District data from SY 2008-09 through SY 2010-11 

 

Performance Comparison of New Teachers and  
Low Performers over Three Years 

40 percent of teachers with 7+ years of experience are less effective 
than the average first-year teacher 
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The real teacher retention crisis  
is not simply the failure to retain  

enough teachers. 

 

It is the failure to retain  
the right teachers. 
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1. POOR LEADERSHIP PRACTICES 
Principals make far too little effort to retain Irreplaceables  

or remove low-performing teachers. 

 

2. POOR WORKING CONDITIONS 
Poor school cultures and working conditions  

drive away great teachers.  

 

3. COUNTERPRODUCTIVE POLICIES 

Policies give principals and districts leaders 
few incentives to change their ways. 

 

 

The Causes 
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Much attrition of Irreplaceables appears to be preventable. 

Population includes high performers only. Source: District A data and survey data. Trends confirmed across districts. 

3 in 4 high-performing teachers with plans to leave their schools  
say they would stay if their top reason for leaving improved. 

Next Steps for High Performers Planning to Leave Their Schools  
in District A, 2010-11 
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Low-Cost Retention Strategies for Irreplaceables 

Low-cost retention strategies defined as those that influence planned school retention of Irreplaceables. Source: District and survey data. 

There are simple, low-cost steps principals can take that double the 

time Irreplaceables plan to remain at their schools. 

Top teachers who experience two or more of these retention strategies plan 
to keep teaching at their schools for nearly twice as long (2-6 more years). 
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However, Irreplaceables report receiving little recognition or attention 

at the school level – often on par with the lowest performers. 

Source: District B data and survey data. Trends confirmed across districts. 

Principals used 7 of 8 top retention strategies at similar rates  
for high and low performers. 

Teachers Reporting Recognition at School 
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Nearly half of high-performing teachers leave within their first five 

years.  

High-Performing Teacher Attrition and Cumulative Retention in 
District D, in First Five Years of Careers 

We lose too many Irreplaceables especially early in their careers. 

Single-year district attrition estimates based on years of seniority; cumulative district attrition estimates calculated following the methodology of Ingersoll (2003). 

Source: District D data from SY 2009-10 through SY 2010-11. Cumulative attrition trend confirmed across districts. 
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Principals must also create school cultures of respect, trust and rigor, 

including a low tolerance for poor performance.  

Chart: Instructional culture identified by a campus index created from teacher responses to three survey questions; Only includes schools meeting a 

minimum survey response rate.  Bottom statement: District survey and extant data SY2010-11 to SY2011-12. 

In 3 of 4 districts, retention rates were higher at schools where teachers 
reported a low tolerance for poor performance—yet fewer than half the 

teachers believed that their own school had a low tolerance. 

Teachers Agreeing:  
“There is an atmosphere of mutual 

respect and trust in my school” 

Teachers Agreeing:  
“My school leaders take action with teachers 

who perform poorly in the classroom” 
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And low-achieving schools face added retention challenges, as working 

conditions are perceived to be worse than at high-achieving schools. 

Responses compared for teachers at schools in highest school-level math proficiency quintile and teachers at schools in lowest school-level math 

proficiency quintile. Source: District and survey data. 

Teachers Agreeing:  
“My school is a good place  

to teach and learn” 

Top Differences in Satisfaction with 
Working Conditions,  

High- and Low-Proficiency Schools 

School’s record of achievement  

Parent engagement 

Student conduct  

School safety 

School location 

Ability to have a significant  
impact on student outcomes 

Quality of colleagues 
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Compounding the problem, districts do little to retain their best and 

allow bad policies that make smart retention difficult for principals. 

9% 

20% 

“The district does whatever it wants and doesn’t take the school-level 
decision-makers’ input into account.”   

- Principal, District A 

Left: “Principals” includes all school leaders. Source: District A data and survey data. Right: Source: District and state government websites and  interviews 

with TNTP site-based staff. 

“My district has effective strategies  
in place to retain its best teachers.” 

 

Irreplaceables who agree 

Principals who agree 

Data from District A. 

District policies hinder principals’ ability  
to manage teachers 

Meaningless evaluation systems 

 

Uniform salary schedules  

 

Quality-blind layoffs 

 

Forced placements 

 

Onerous dismissal procedures 
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Compensation is among the top reasons why Irreplaceables say 

they are planning to leave. 

REASON FOR LEAVING District A District C District D 

Leadership 2nd ranked 1st ranked 1st ranked 

Compensation 1st ranked 3rd ranked 3rd ranked 

Career advancement 3rd ranked 2nd ranked 4th ranked 

School culture 4th ranked 4th ranked 5th ranked 

Workload 5th ranked 12th ranked 2nd ranked 

Student conduct 8th ranked 5th ranked 6th ranked 

Recognition and respect 7th ranked 6th ranked 9th ranked 

Amount of teacher influence 9th ranked 7th ranked 10th ranked 

Performance evaluation system 10th ranked 9th ranked 8th ranked 

Job security 6th ranked 10th ranked 13th ranked 

Population includes high performers who plan to leave their school in the next 3 years for professional reasons only; Top reason for leaving ranked in 

order of frequency is shown. Source: District and survey data. 

Top Reason Irreplaceables Cite for Planning to Leave their School 
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Rigid, seniority-based pay scales and other counterproductive policies 

make smart retention difficult for principals. 

Ideally, the best teachers should be able to make six figures in six years 
(or the market equivalent in lower cost-of-living areas). 

Left: Percent of high performers making less base salary than the average low performer: District A: 54%, District B: 45%, District C: 69%, District D: 57%. 

Right: Population includes all teachers citing compensation as a reason they plan to leave their current school in next three years. District A: 61%; District 

B: 58%; District C: 66%; District D: 64%. Source: District and survey data. 

 

 

55 percent of Irreplaceables  

earn lower base salaries  

than the average 

ineffective teacher 

  

 

 

6 in 10 teachers who cite compensation 

as a reason for leaving say 

“length of time to earn a good salary” 

was critical to their decision to leave.  
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Targeted compensation strategies can influence the choices 

teachers make. 

Take five more students 
Base salary 

increase 

Teach in a high-need, 

low-performing school 

13% + $0 29% 

69% + $7,500 64% 

88% + $15,000 82% 

Percent of Irreplaceables Choosing the Following Options  
for a Base Salary Increase 

Among Irreplaceables planning to leave their schools,  
compensation was one of the most frequently cited reasons for leaving. 

First choice conjoint methodology in District C; Right chart: Base case is low-need, high-performing school with all other attributes remaining equal; Left chart: 

Base case is current student population with all other attributes remaining equal including school type (high-need, low-performing). Bottom statement: 

Population includes high performers leaving their school in the next 3 years for professional reasons only; Compensation was cited as the top reason for leaving 

most frequently in District A and the third most frequently in Districts C and D. Source: District and survey data. 
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1. SCHOOL TURNAROUND IS NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE 

Struggling schools must retain far more  
of their best teachers and far fewer of their worst.  

 

2. THE TEACHING PROFESSION IS DEGRADED 

Negligent retention allows the profession to be  
defined by mediocrity rather than excellence.  

 

The Consequences 
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Our teachers deserve a 
profession that offers  

respect and rigor. 

Leaders at every level helped create the retention 
crisis. We all have an opportunity—and a 

responsibility—to help solve it. 
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Make Retention of Irreplaceables a Top Priority 

 

Set clear, public retention targets for Irreplaceables 

Overhaul principal hiring support and evaluation to focus on 
instructional leadership. 

Monitor school working conditions and address concerns that 
drive away Irreplaceables 

Pay Irreplaceables what they’re worth, and create career 
pathways that extend their reach 

Protect Irreplaceables during layoffs 

$ 

 

 

Retain Irreplaceables 

A combination of focused strategies, focused leadership, and focused 
policies will help keep the best teachers in the classroom longer.   
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Strengthen the Teaching Profession through Higher Expectations 

 

Set a new baseline standard for effectiveness; dismiss or counsel 

out teachers who consistently perform below it: any teacher 

should be at least as effective as the average first-year teacher. 

Make it easier to counsel out low performers by creating 

alternatives to formal dismissal. 

Remove the policy barriers to higher expectations. 

Leaders must address the indifference to performance that has allowed 
so many ineffective teachers to remain in the classroom for years. 

1 

2 

3 

Strengthen the Teaching Profession 
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tntp.org/irreplaceables  

Download the Report 



Appendix 
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Irreplaceables don’t succeed because they are saints or 
superheroes; they’re just more skilled at helping students learn.  

Median values reported. Student learning estimates calculated following the methodology of Hahnel and Jackson (2012). Source: District D data and survey 

data. Characteristics of Irreplaceables as compared to low performers and all teachers with VA/growth data confirmed across districts. 

Irreplaceables generally work similar hours,  
and have similar students in their classes as other teachers. 

Characteristics of Irreplaceables 
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Schools have a three in four chance of replacing a low-performing 

teacher with a new hire who will be more effective right away. 

Estimates based on teachers with value-added or growth data. Source: District C data from SY 2009-10. Hard-to-staff subject trend confirmed across 

districts. 

Likelihood of Improving Instruction by Replacing 
a Low-Performing Science Teacher in District C 

When ineffective teachers leave, they are likely to be replaced by  
higher-performing teachers – even in difficult-to-staff subjects. 
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Schools are more likely to encourage low performers to stay than to 

ask them to leave. 

Attrition Encouragement Among  
Low-Performing Teachers in District D, 2010-11 

Top chart: Population includes low performers only. Low performer population who responded to retention strategies question was assumed to be 

representative of all low performers. Bottom statement: Percent of teachers planning to leave their school in the next year who experienced an attrition 

strategy: 19%, who experienced no attrition strategy: 7%. Source: District D data and survey data. 

When teachers are encouraged to leave, they are almost three times as 
likely to plan to leave as those who were not. 
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Principals believe they prioritize top teacher retention, but are more  

focused on development 

Top, left: Percent of school leaders that “often” or “always” gave most effective teachers “regular, positive feedback” to encourage them to stay: District A: 

85%, District B: 89%, District C: 92%, District D: 93%. Bottom, left: Percent of school leaders that agree with the statement, “I have strategies in place to 

retain the most effective teachers at my school:” District A: 68%; District B: 63%; District C: 73%; District D: 60%. Right: Percent of school leaders assigning a 

rank of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 to the item as a priority for their school. Source: School leader survey data. 

76% 

45% 

53% 

23% 

84% 

38% 
36% 

23% 

71% 

47% 
45% 

31% 

77% 

20% 

14% 
12% 

Development Retention Recruitment Dismissal

Percent of Principals Ranking as a Top Five 
Leadership Priority 

District A District B District C District D

Over 85%  

of principals report always 

or often giving top 

teachers regular, positive 

feedback.   

 

Over 60% say they  

have strategies in place  

to retain their most 

effective teachers. 
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To transform outcomes, struggling schools need to consistently retain 

far more of their best teachers and far fewer of their worst. 

Simulated Teacher Retention Patterns in  
10 Low-Performing Schools, Each with 20 Teachers 

Top: Starting composition: 24 high performers, 138 mid performers, and 38 low performers. Ending composition for negligent retention: 25 high performers, 140 

mid performers, and 35 low performers; Smart retention: 33 high performers, 147 mid performers, and 20 low performers. Analysis only includes schools with a 

minimum of 7 teachers with value-added or growth data in each year. Composition data based on an average of 3 years; Attrition and pipeline data based on an 

average of 2 years. Overall attrition and incoming pipeline rate held steady each year. Source: District D data from SY 2007-08 through SY 2009-10. Bottom: 

Only includes schools where a minimum of 7 teachers have value-added or growth data; Source: District data from SY 2007-08 through SY 2010-11. 

By changing which teachers leave, low-performing schools can 
reach an average teacher composition in a few years. 


